Instructions: Each numbered item indicates a specific change or clarification issued by the Town of Hooksett in regards to the RFP that may significantly affect competition. The Page and section numbers indicate where an initial inquiry or inquiries were made, and is followed by a generalized version of the question or questions asked that prompted the response. Answers and (if applicable) changes to the RFP are quoted under “Response.”

1. **Section 4, Question for clarification:** “Under Addendum #2, Item #3’s response, some fixture requirements and configurations, such as “…fixture assembly must contain highly polished aluminum reflector, internal ballast, adjustable porcelain mogul type socket..” et cetera., may indicate providing non-LED fixture types.”

Response: For Section 4.4 provided in Addendum #2, Item #3, please remove the following: “Fixture assembly must contain highly polished aluminum reflector, internal ballast, and adjustable porcelain mogul type socket.” Those details can be ignored as they only apply to the utility provider (Eversource) requirements for non-LED fixtures in its Municipal Provided LED Luminaire specifications.

2. **Section 4.1, Question for Clarification:** What does ‘DLC’ mean?”